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how „Die Presse“ 
changed the digital 

product game* 

*97 days earlier than expected



Where we started

March 2017

→ „Die Presse“ started selling 
digital subscriptions as the first 
Austrian quality publisher in 
March 2017.  

→ Based on the fact, that we 
wanted to stop giving premium 
content away for free in a digital 
environment, this first concept 
for paid content was created.

→ Blue teasers indicated the 
premium content on our website. 

→ We wanted to focus more on the time of our 
users, by providing them with more overview and 
less unnecessary information

→ We wanted to show the great treasure hidden 
behind the all same looking article teasers

→ We knew we have to put mobile into the focus of 
our designprocess

→ Getting to know the dynamics of digital 
subscriptions for two years, it became 
evident, that we have to change our 
product approach:

January 2019



Where we started

January 2019

→ Based on this concept until January 2019 ~15.000 subscribers were 
attracted – a significant number for a country with only 8.000.000 
people. Nevertheless the managing directors of „Die Presse“ were 
willing to face the fact, that this is not enough.

→ As a result, they challenged the whole organization to create a 
unique digital product suited to lead „Die Presse“ into the 
future.

Project Deadline:
31st of December 2019



And when we were done

→ „Die Presse“ launches its new
digital product on all platforms. 

→ How did we make that
happen?

→ And why?

Project done 97 days early

January 2019 25th of September 2019

→ Based on this concept until January 2019 ~15.000 subscribers were 
attracted – a significant number for a country with only 8.000.000 
people. Nevertheless the managing directors of „Die Presse“ were 
willing to face the fact, that this is not enough.

→ As a result, they challenged the whole organization to create a 
unique digital product suited to lead „Die Presse“ into the 
future.

Project Deadline:
31st of December 2019



How we made it happen

Not only having a lot of data but really using it every 
single day
→ Knowing that not only having a lot of data will guide us 

to success, we developed a tool that allows the whole 
editorial team to work with data every single day. 

→ All data points necessary to manage the production of 
content were integrated into a simple powerful matrix: 
our editorial team calls it the “ski-jumpers-graphic”, 
because a ski-jumper can only be successful, when he 
has the right technique and jumps at the right moment.

→ The knowledge gained from the data was most 
important for the following product development, and 
the graphic is used every single day by the whole 
editorial team ever since.
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How we made it happen

Really committing to digital as a product
→ „Die Presse” already has 170 years of experience in the 

development of content products. As a result, we 
gained a lot of knowledge about what our users expect 
from our print products

→ Within the project we shifted away from seeing digital 
as a translation of a print product, focusing on the 
value we want to give to our users

→ Within four design sprints, we were able to define and 
complete our visioning concept of “Die Presse” digital 
while taking not only editorial value but also commercial 
success factors into consideration.  

It was amazing to see with how much trust and
courage „Die Presse“ followed our

recommendations to take a bold step forward in 
digital – this is not necessarily normal nor easy for

a traditional brand like them and it shows that
they really understood the need for radical change

in the industry,

Peter Rudolph
Design Director

Edenspiekermann

„



How we made it happen
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Having a clear vision of the value we will provide to our 
users
→ Letting the users know everything they need to know.
→ Showing the plurality of opinions real quality journalism 

provides, so users can form their own opinion.
→ Giving users the chance to explore topics, they didn’t 

even expect to interest them.



The Ibiza Crisis
Johann Gudenus and Heinz-Christian Strache

selling out democracy and Austrian media on tape

The so-called Ibiza-crisis explained in English: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbbdsohTQyg

Then even bigger things
happened in Austria...

In May 2019 „Süddeutsche Zeitung“ and „Der Spiegel“ 
released a Video showing the Austrian Vice-Chancellor 
selling out democracy and Austrian media. 

→ For Austria, this led to the necessity of new elections.
→ For us this only strengthened the belief in our mission 

since 1848, to create quality news independent of any 
external influences. This meant that we had to 
strengthen our ability to earn money with our digital 
product.

Confident with the outcomes of our project so far, 
we decided to make a bold statement and release our new 
product one week before the elections in September. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbbdsohTQyg


From concept to launch in 3 months

May 2019 25th of September 2019

Frontend development

App development
ePaper development

Site speed optimization

Rebrush print subscriptions shop

Technical integration new paid content solution + frictionless buying process

Setting up a user centered paywall logic based on the value chain

Changing editorial workflows
Training editorial staff on the new digital product

Social media design

Planning content workflows

creating & adapting adverting campaign technical focus

editorial focus

marketing focus



Our new product
Moving away from the classic focus on labels based on 
newspaper departments, we decided to introduce a color
coding for all our articles, that give added value to our users.
All contents are now added to one of three groups:

→ Magazine
All articles that are relevant for a longer time, 
offer background knowledge or are about topics 
that are not current at the moment.

→ Opinion
All articles where the opinion of our editors, 
guest editors and our users are in the focus

→ News
Everything considered news, all articles that are 
relevant for a short amount of time.



Die Presse Digital
providing what‘s needed most: our new homepage

→ Our users will not miss anything that is 
important when visiting our homepage

→ By manual curation we make sure, topics of real 
importance are presented to our users

→ A clearer structure allows the users to 
navigate quickly through the page

→ If a user scrolls through our homepage, he is 
well informed about everything he needs to 
know at the moment

→ visit diepresse.com live

https://www.diepresse.com/


Die Presse Digital
introducing the opinions page

→ On our new opinions page, we provide the most 
important arguments on current topics from 
our editors and guest editors

→ A daily debate focus allows our users to discuss 
in a high-quality environment 

→ In elements that are highlighted in grape, the 
opinion of our readers in the focus

→ On this page, our new editor illustrations that 
were created in house will be seen especially 
often

→ visit diepresse.com/meinung live

https://www.diepresse.com/meinung


Die Presse Digital
introducing our digital magazine

→ An overview of all the stories, that really make the 
difference for our subscribers, can be found in 
our daily online magazine

→ If a user has more time to spare, this is the place 
to explore an experience contrary to our News-
page: slower rhythm, more space for visually 
stunning images – a page that feels like a Sunday

→ Stories, that are relevant for several days, like 
deeper analysis and thoroughly researched pieces 
can be found again

→ A topic of the day is highlighted from several 
perspectives

→ visit live diepresse.com/magazin

https://www.diepresse.com/magazin


Die Presse Digital
improving our user experience

→ Generally speaking, the new frontend decreased 
the loading times for our users immensely which 
improves the user experience

→ We implemented a state-of-the-art paid content 
solution that enables our sales team to reach out 
to every customer and to target them in the way 
most suitable to their position in our value chain 
(interaction, registration, conversion, retention)

→ We made it as easy as possible to buy our digital 
subscriptions. We reduced the steps necessary 
from 13 to 2



The launch

→ On the 25th of September at 14:07, 4 days
before the election, we launched the new
product without any downtime for our users. 

→ 3 minutes later, we sold our first subscription.
→ With a tour through our product we

described the new features to our users.
→ With a cover page in the style of our new

digital product, we also introduced our print
readers to our new offers. 

→ The coverage of the election on the 29th of 
September was a full success, showing all the
new features of our digital product to a huge
amount of users. 



Feedback

At first sight you can see, that they want to 
make a distinction between news, opinion, 

and magazine. I don‘t know that kind of 
focus on priorities by any other media outlet.

Hosea Rathschiller on Facebook

„
Four days before a 

national election. 
I admire your
resting pulse. 
Sebastian Pumberger on Twitter

Subtle modern. 
Beautiful images. 
Clear font. 
Chapeau!
Hans Bürger on Twitter

The new design of „Die Presse“ 
turned out very nice. 
Well,  they had since 1848 
to work on it. 
Christian Nusser on Twitter

I think it‘s nice and examplery, 
that news and opinion are
seperated so clearly.
Schoenengutentag on diepresse.com

https://www.facebook.com/100000471173564/posts/3576348212390849/?sfnsn=mo
https://twitter.com/spumber/status/1176837430156111872
https://twitter.com/HansBuerger/status/1176830694229762049
https://twitter.com/NusserChristian/status/1176867158204342274
https://www.diepresse.com/5693118/die-presse-digital-neu


Results in numbers
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Surge in conversions after the
release of our new product
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Digital Product Revenues

→ Our paid content strategy pays off.
→ We already see the surge in conversions and revenues from our latest leap forward.

+ 236%



What to keep in mind

→ The best design and technology don‘t replace
exceptionally great content. 

→ Get an idea, of our most successful stories in 
2019 on diepresse.com/geschichtendesjahres

https://www.diepresse.com/geschichtendesjahres


→ →

how „Die Presse“ 
changed the digital 

product game* 

*97 days earlier than expected

In short:
By having a clear vision 

of what we want to achieve 
and just doing it.


